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Classification Problem in
Imbalanced Datasets
Aouatef Mahani and Ahmed Riad Baba Ali
Abstract
Classification is a data mining task. It aims to extract knowledge from large
datasets. There are two kinds of classification. The first one is known as complete
classification, and it is applied to balanced datasets. However, when it is applied to
imbalanced ones, it is called partial classification or a problem of classification in
imbalanced datasets, which is a fundamental problem in machine learning, and it
has received much attention. Considering the importance of this issue, a large
amount of techniques have been proposed trying to address this problem. These
proposals can be divided into three levels: the algorithm level, the data level, and the
hybrid level. In this chapter, we will present the classification problem in
imbalanced datasets, its domains of application, its appropriate measures of
performances, and its approaches and techniques.
Keywords: classification, imbalanced datasets, sampling, data mining, classifier
1. Introduction
Classification is the most popular task of data mining. It consists of assigning to
each instance a class chosen from a set of predefined classes, according to the value
of certain predictive attributes [1]. Its problem is to correctly classify an instance
with indeterminate class. This classification can be done by several methods that are
divided into two categories. The first category is based on the use of a model or a
classifier such as decision trees and classification rules. However, the second cate-
gory is based on the internal functioning of the learning algorithm such as neural
networks [2] and support vector machines (SVMs). All these methods use large
datasets to extract knowledge.
The used datasets are organized in the form of tables. The tables’ columns are
called the attributes, and they represent the characteristics of the dataset. Tradi-
tionally, the last attribute is called a class attribute. The tables’ rows represent the
data, and they are called instances. The number of instances varies from one class to
another. So, the number of instances of one class is larger than that of the second
class in some existing datasets. Therefore, datasets are divided into two categories:
balanced and imbalanced datasets. In the latter, instances are divided into two sets:
majority instances which are the most frequent and minority instances which are
the less frequent.
Rule-based classification algorithms have a bias toward majority classes [3].
They tend to discover the rules with high values of accuracy and coverage. These
rules are usually specific to majority instances, whereas specific rules that predict
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minority instances are usually ignored or treated as noise. Consequently, minority
instances are often misclassified. Generally, because most classifiers are designed to
minimize the global error rate [4], many problems occur. First, they perform poorly
on imbalanced datasets, and they either produce general rules or very specific ones.
In the first case, the classifier has a bias toward majority instances, and it ignores the
minority ones. In the second case, the classifiers tend to overfit the training data
which provokes poor classification accuracy on unseen data. Next, the cost of
misclassifying a minority instance is usually more expensive than misclassifying a
majority one [5, 6]. Finally, in many applications misclassifying a rare event can
result in more serious problems than a common event [7]. For example, in case of
cancerous cell detection in medical diagnosis, misclassifying non-cancerous cells
may lead to some additional clinical tests, but misclassifying cancerous cells leads to
very serious health risks.
The class imbalance problem is a fundamental problem in machine learning, and
it has receivedmuch attention [8–14]. This problem is known as partial classification
[15], nugget discovery [16], classification problem with imbalanced datasets [17],
or datasets with rare classes [18]. Considering the importance of this issue, a large
amount of techniques have been developed trying to address this problem. These
proposals can be divided into three groups which depend on how they deal with
class imbalance. First, the algorithm-level approaches can either propose specific
algorithms or modify the existing ones. Second, the data-level techniques introduce
an additional processing step to decrease the effect of skewed class distribution such
as undersampling and oversampling methods. Finally, the hybrid-level methods
combine algorithm level and data level such as boosting and cost-sensitive learning.
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the classification problem
in imbalanced datasets. In Section 3, we present some domains in which the datasets
appear. In Section 4, we present the evaluation metrics used in classification prob-
lem in imbalanced datasets. In Section 5, we detail the different approaches and
techniques used to handle classification in imbalanced datasets. Finally, in Section
6, we make our concluding remarks.
2. Presentation of the classification problem
In the binary imbalanced datasets, the number of instances of one class is higher
than that of the second class. Consequently, the first class is known as majority class
and the second class as minority one. Therefore, this dataset contains two kinds of
instances: majority and minority.
The distribution of instances in imbalanced binary datasets is measured by the
imbalanced ratio (IR) [19] which is defined in Eq. (1):
IR ¼
Number of majority instances
Number of minority instances
(1)
According to the value of IR, the imbalanced datasets are divided into three
classes [20]: datasets with low imbalance (IR is between 1.5 and 3), datasets with
medium imbalance (IR is between 3 and 9), and datasets with high imbalance (IR is
higher than 9).
3. Application domains
The imbalanced datasets appear in the following several domains.
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3.1 Risk management
Every year, the telecommunication industry suffers billions of dollars in
unrecoverable debts. Therefore, uncollectible control is a major problem in the
industry. One solution is to use large amounts of historical data to build models that
are used to assess risk for each customer client or for each transaction to support
risk management that reduces the level of unrecoverable debt. However, in a
dataset, nonpayment of customers includes a few percent of the population [21].
3.2 Medical diagnosis
Clinical datasets store large amounts of patient information. Data mining tech-
nique is applied on these datasets to uncover the relationships and trends between
clinical and pathological data. It aims to understand the evolution and characteris-
tics of certain diseases. However, in these datasets, cases of disease are rarer than
the normal population [22].
3.3 Intrusion detection in networks
Network-based computer systems are increasingly playing a vital role in modern
societies. Attacks on computer systems and networks are growing. Different cate-
gories of network attacks exist; some are numerous, and others are rare. For exam-
ple, the KDD-CUP’99 dataset contains four categories of network attacks: denial of
service (DoS), monitoring (probe), root to local (R2L), and user to root. (U2R). The
last two attacks are intrinsically rare [23].
4. Evaluation metrics
The classical performance measures used for evaluating the performances of
classifiers when used with balanced datasets are not appropriate for imbalanced
datasets. This is because they have a strong bias toward majority class and are
sensitive to class skews [24–27]. For example, the accuracy measure is not appro-
priate for the problem of imbalanced datasets [28]. If we consider a dataset which
contains only 1% of minority instances and 99% of majority instances, the accuracy
is 99% if all majority instances are well classified. However, misclassified 1%
minority instances may lead to an enormous cost, and 99% accuracy could be a
disaster for a medical diagnosis. Consequently, other metrics are necessary for
measuring the performances of classifiers.
Some measures are extracted directly from the confusion matrix. They measure
the classification performance of the majority and minority classes independently.
Some others are combined to measure the performance of a classifier. They are
described below.
4.1 Precision
It is a measure of accuracy [29]. It represents the percentage of well-classified
minority instances in relation to all instances whose predicted class is a minority. It
is defined in Eq. (2):
Precision ¼
TP
TPþ FP
(2)
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4.2 Recall
It is the percentage of minority instances which are well classified as belonging
to the minority class. In literature, this metric has several names such as sensitivity,
true positive rate (TPrate), or positive accuracy [30]. It is defined in Eq. (3):
Recall ¼
TP
TPþ FN
(3)
4.3 Specificity
It is the percentage of majority instances which are well classified as belonging to
the majority class. This measure is also known as true negative rate (TNrate) or
negative accuracy. It is defined in Eq. (4):
Specificity ¼
TN
TN þ FP
(4)
4.4 False-positive rate (FPrate)
It is the percentage of majority instances misclassified as belonging to the
minority class. It is defined in Eq. (5):
FPrate ¼
FP
FPþ TN
(5)
4.5 False-negative rate (FNrate)
It is the percentage of minority instances misclassified as belonging to the
majority class. It is defined in Eq. (6):
FNrate ¼
FN
FN þ TP
(6)
4.6 G-mean
It indicates the balance between classification performances on the majority and
minority classes [30]. A poor performance in the prediction of the positive instances
will lead to a low G-mean value even if the negative instances are correctly classified
by the model [31]. It has been used by several researchers for evaluating classifiers
on imbalanced datasets [31–33]. G-Mean takes recall and specificity into account
simultaneously. It is defined in Eq. (7). This metric will be used to test our approach:
GMean ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Recall ∗ Specificity
q
(7)
4.7 F-measure
It is defined as the harmonic mean of precision and recall [34]. Its value
increases proportionally with the increase of precision and recall; a high value of F-
measure indicates that the model performs better on the minority class. This metric
is defined in Eq. (8):
FMeasure ¼
2 ∗Recall ∗Precision
Recallþ Precision
(8)
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4.8 Receiver operating characteristic curve (ROC)
The ROC curve [34, 35] is a technique for visualization, organization, and
selection of classifiers based on their performances. It has long been used in signal
detection to represent the trade-off between the success rate and false alarm rate of
classifiers. It is a two-dimensional graph where TPrate is plotted on the y-axis and
FPrate is plotted on the x-axis.
For a discrete classifier, the pair (FPrate, TPrate) is produced that corresponds
to one point in the ROC space. However, a probabilistic classifier produces a con-
tinuous numerical value. Therefore, a threshold may be used to produce a series of
points in the ROC space to produce a curve instead of one point.
4.9 Area under the ROC curve (AUC)
From the ROC curve, we define another measure called area under the curve
(AUC) [35, 36] defined in Eq. (9) to compare the performance of two classifiers. If
the area associated with classifier C1 is greater than that associated with classifier
C2, then the performances of C1 are better than C2:
AUC ¼
TPrateþ TNrate
2
¼
1þ TPrate FPrate
2
(9)
5. Approaches and techniques
The several approaches have been proposed to handle the classification problem
in imbalanced datasets. These approaches are divided into three levels [20]: data
level, algorithm level, and hybrid level.
5.1 Data level methods
It consists of resampling the data in order to decrease the effect caused by the
imbalance [3]. They are classified into three groups [3]: oversampling,
undersampling, and hybrid methods.
5.1.1 Oversampling methods
Oversampling is used to increase the size of an imbalanced dataset by duplicating
some minority instances. This duplication can be done by the following methods.
5.1.1.1 Random oversampling
It duplicates some minority instances chosen randomly [3]. Therefore, the mul-
tiple copies of minority instances increase the overlapping between these instances
[37]. In particular, the overlapping appears when the produced classifier contains
more specific rules for multiple copies of the same instance. As a result, the accu-
racy of learning is high in this scenario, and the performance of the classifier for the
test is generally low [38].
5.1.1.2 Synthetic minority oversampling technique (SMOTE)
SMOTE [39] is a synthetic method with data generation. It has achieved several
successes in various fields [3]. It creates a synthetic example xnew for each minority
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instance xi as follows. It determines the K-nearest neighbors (which are minority
instances whose Euclidean distance between them and xi is the smallest) of xi. Then,
it selects randomly one of K-nearest neighbors yi. Finally, it applies Eq. (10), where
δ is a random number ∈ [0, 1]. Therefore, we understand that xnew is a point of the
segment joining xi and yi:
xnew ¼ xi þ yi  xi
 
∗ δ (10)
SMOTE will not ignore the minority instances because it generalizes decision
regions for them. But SMOTE has two problems [40]: overgeneralization and vari-
ance. The first problem is due to the blind generalization of the minority area
without taking into account the majority class, which increases the number of
overlapping between classes. The second problem concerns the number of gener-
ated synthetic instances which is set in advance without taking into account the IR.
5.1.1.3 MSMOTE
SMOTE does not consider the distribution of minority instances and those that
are noisy in a dataset. For this reason, MSMOTE [41] divides the minority instances
into three groups: security, border, and latent noises.
An instance is secretary, if the number of its K-nearest neighbors belonging to
the minority class is greater than those belonging to the majority class.
An instance is border, if the number of its K-nearest neighbors belonging to the
minority class is lower than those belonging to the majority class.
An instance is latent noise, if all its K-nearest neighbors have the majority class.
MSMOTE generates synthetic instances for all security instances in the same
way as SMOTE. However, for each border instance, it selects the most nearest
neighbor to generate a synthetic example. But, it does not generate synthetic
instances for noisy instances, because they decrease the classifier’s performances.
5.1.1.4 Borderline-SMOTE
Border instances and those nearby are more likely to be misclassified than those
that are far from the border, and they are the most important for classification.
Based on this analysis, the border instances contribute little in the classification.
Therefore, the Borderline-SMOTE [42] method has been proposed to apply
oversampling to border minority instances instead of applying it to all minority
instances. To do this, it constructs a set of border minority instances known as
DANGER. Then, it applies SMOTE for each instance of the DANGER set.
5.1.1.5 Adaptive synthetic sampling approach (ADASYN)
ADASYN [43] uses a function called density as an automatic criterion to take a
decision about the number of synthetic instances that may be generated of each
minority instance.
5.1.2 Undersampling methods
It consists of reducing the data size by deleting some majority instances with the
objective of equalizing the number of instances of each class [44]. There are several
approaches of undersampling that differ in the way of selection of majority
instances that will be deleted.
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5.1.2.1 Random undersampling (RUS)
RUS [4, 44] removes some majority instances selected randomly. But it can
potentially hinder learning [37, 38, 45]; the deleted majority instances can cause the
classifier to ignore important concepts related to the majority class.
5.1.2.2 Informed undersampling
It is proposed to avoid the loss of information caused by RUS [46]. Among the
algorithms of this kind of undersampling, we have the following.
5.1.2.2.1 EasyEnsemble
It aims to a better exploitation of majority instances ignored by RUS. At first, it
divides the training dataset into minority set P and majority set N of sizes n and p,
respectively [46]. Then, it builds T subsets N1, N2… , NT of size p by applying
random sampling with replacement on N. After that, it generates T classifiers H1,
H2… , HT. The classifier Hi is produced by applying AdaBoost on Ni and P, and it
contains the concepts of all majority and minority instances. Finally, it constructs
the final classifier H by combining the T generated classifiers.
5.1.2.2.2 BalanceCascade
The training dataset is composed of the sets P of minority instances of size p and
N of majority instances of size n [46]. BalanceCascade constructs at each iteration
the classifier Hi from all the set P and the subset E chosen randomly from N, with |
E| = p. Then, it updates N by deleting all majority instances which are well classified
by Hi. This algorithm explores the majority instances in a supervised way because
the set of majority instances is updated after generation of each classifier.
5.1.2.2.3 Informed undersampling with KNN
This technique [44] is based on the distribution characteristics of data by apply-
ing KNN algorithm [47]. The following three methods of this technique have been
proposed:
NearMiss-1 selects majority instances as follows:
• For each majority instance xi.
• For each minority instance xj: Computes the distance dij between xi and xj.
• Identify the three nearest neighbors xk (1 ≤ k ≤ 3) for xi that represents
minority instances.
• Compute the average distance di defined in Eq. (11):
di ¼
1
3
X3
k¼1
dik (11)
• Select majority instances xi whose average distance to the three closest
minority class instances is the smallest.
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NearMiss-2 method has the same steps as the previous method. But, it selects the
majority instances whose average distance to the three farthest minority class
instances is the smallest.
NearMiss-3 selects a given number of the closest majority instances for each
minority instance to guarantee that every minority instance is surrounded by some
majority instances.
5.1.2.3 Undersampling with data cleaning techniques
The data cleaning techniques were applied to eliminate the overlapping between
classes. In the following four subsections, we represent some methods.
5.1.2.3.1 Tomek links
Tomek links method [48] may be used as an undersampling method. It deletes
the noisy majority instances and those that are close to the border. The obtained
training dataset after removing the Tomek links is organized into set of clusters.
This method may be used as a data cleaning technique to delete majority and
minority instances.
5.1.2.3.2 Condensed nearest neighbor (CNN) rule
CNN [49] is an instance reduction algorithm proposed by Hart. It deletes the
redundant majority instances. An instance is considered as redundant if it can be
deduced from other instances. CNN uses the initial training dataset E to construct
the consistent dataset E’ that contains instances that correctly classify all instances
of E using 1-NN algorithm. Its steps are:
1.Copy the first majority instance x and all the minority instances of the training
dataset E into the sub dataset E’.
2.While there are misclassified instances in E, do:
a. Classify the instance y (belonging to E) using E’ and 1-NN.
b. Add y to E’, if it is misclassified.
CNN is sensitive to noise. However, noisy instances are more susceptible
to be misclassified [50], and they will misclassify the instances of test
dataset [50, 51].
5.1.2.3.3 Neighborhood cleaning rule (NCL)
NCL is an undersampling technique introduced by Laurikkala [52] to balance a
dataset by applying data reduction. Its main advantage is that it takes into account
the quality of the data with a focus on data cleaning more than reduction. It
removes noisy majority instances using the edited nearest neighbor (ENN) algo-
rithm, which is an instance reduction algorithm developed byWilson [53]. It is used
to delete all instances whose class differs at least twice from the class of its three
nearest neighbors.
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5.1.2.3.4 One-sided sampling (OSS)
OSS [17] is the result of using CNN followed by Tomek links. CNN is applied to
remove redundant majority instances. However, Tomek links deletes the noisy
majority instances and border minority instances.
5.1.2.4 Evolutionary undersampling (EUS)
EUS [20] results from the application of prototype selection [54] and genetic
algorithm. It has eight models that depend on the objective that EUS aims to reach.
For the first objective, there are two purposes. The first one is to balance a dataset
without losing the accuracy, and then EUS is known as evolutionary balancing
undersampling (EBUS). In the second one, EUS aims to obtain an optimal power of
classification without taking in the consideration the balance of a dataset; it is called
evolutionary undersampling guided by classification measures (EUSCM). For the
second objective, there are two possibilities: majority selection (MS) instances only
or global selection (GS) of both majority and minority instances.
5.1.3 Hybrid methods
These methods combine undersampling and oversampling. They aim to
eliminate the overfitting [3] caused by oversampling methods. For examples,
SMOTE+Tomek links [17] applies Tomek links after generation of synthetic mino-
rity instances by SMOTE, and SMOTE+ENN [17] uses ENN to delete minority and
majority instances. For this, each misclassified instance of training dataset by its
three nearest neighbors is deleted.
5.2 Algorithm level
Most approaches are based on either modifying the existing complete classifica-
tion algorithms in order to adapt them to the imbalanced datasets or proposing
specific ones.
5.2.1 Modification of the existing algorithms
5.2.1.1 Decision trees
A decision tree [55–58] is the most popular form of rule-based classifiers. It
allows to model simply, graphically, and quickly a phenomenon more or less com-
plex. Its readability, speed of execution, and the few necessary hypotheses a priori
explain its current popularity. All the methods of constructing a decision tree have
these operators: deciding if a node is terminal, selection of a test to associate to a
node, and assignation a class to a leaf.
The existing methods of construction the decision trees differ by the choices
made for different operators. CART [59] and C4.5 [60] are the most popular
algorithms for decision trees.
In the construction phase of a tree, C4.5 selects the node attribute that maxi-
mizes the information gain [60], that is, a high value of confidence. However, this
measure is not suitable for imbalanced datasets because the most confident rules do
not imply that they are the most significant, and some of the most significant rules
may not be the most confident (may not have high confidence). The same problem
arises for CART, which uses the Gini function [60]. These algorithms focus on the
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antecedent to find the class. Also, they use sensitive measures to the class distribu-
tion. For these reasons, some approaches have been proposed which apply
nonsensitive measures [61] or modify the construction phase.
For example, class confidence proportion decision tree (CCPDT) approach is a
robust and insensitive approach. It generates rules that are statistically significant
[62]. It focuses on each class to find the most significant antecedent. In this way, all
instances are partitioned according to their classes. Therefore, the instances that
belong to the different classes will not have an impact on the others. For this, the
new class confidence (CC) measure has been proposed to find the most interesting
antecedents of each class. It is defined in Eq. (12):
CC X ! yð Þ ¼
Supp X∪yð Þ
Supp yð Þ
¼
TP
TPþ FN
(12)
However, obtaining rules which have a high CC value is still insufficient to solve
the problem. So, it is necessary to make sure that the classes implied by these rules
not only have great confidence but are more interesting than their alternative
classes. As a result, the new class confidence proportion (CCP) measure has been
proposed. It is defined in Eq. (13):
CCP X ! yð Þ ¼
CC X ! yð Þ
CC X ! yð Þ þ CC X ! yð Þ
(13)
Therefore, the CCPDT approach modifies the C4.5 algorithm by replacing the
entropy (the attribute partition criterion) by CCP.
5.2.1.2 Support vector machines (SVMs)
The Kernel-based learning methods are inspired by the statistical theory of
learning and the dimensions of Vapnik-Chervonenkis (VC) [63], such as support
vector machines (SVMs). These latter are supervised learning methods. They are
used for classification in binary datasets in order to find a classifier that separates
the data and maximizes the distance between these two classes. This classifier is
linear, and it is called hyperplane. SVMs aim to find the most optimal hyperplane,
which passes in the middle of the points of two classes and that maximizes the
margin in order to minimize the classification error [64].
In imbalanced datasets, the ideal hyperplane is close to the majority instances,
and the decision boundary is very close to the minority instances. In this case, the
support vectors representing the minority instances are far from the ideal hyper-
plane. Thus, their contribution to the final hypothesis is little [32, 65, 66]. To solve
this problem, several methods have been proposed that differ from the mechanism
used. For example, in [67] the following three approaches were presented:
• Boundary movement (BM) that modifies the coefficient b in the kernel
function.
• Biased penalties (BP) introduce different penalty factors for the minority and
majority classes in objective function in the Lagrangian formulation. These
factors reflect the importance of classes during the learning phase.
• Border class alignment (BCA) expands the border around the minority class
much more than the border around the majority class.
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5.2.2 Specific algorithms
The specific algorithms have been proposed to deal with classification problem
in imbalanced datasets. Among them, we present RLSD and LUPC.
5.2.2.1 Rule learning for skewed datasets (RLSD)
RLSD [62] is an efficient algorithm for handling imbalanced datasets. Its dis-
covery process leads from a specific search to a general search. First, it discovers
rules for minority instances used in learning. Then, it compares them with majority
instances. It has the following three research phases:
1.Discretization phase consists of dividing the values of a numerical attribute
into a small number of intervals. Each interval is mapped by a discrete symbol.
2.Rule generation phase is a frequent data discovery process for minority
instances. This algorithm summarizes this phase:
Input: the set of minority instances P and the maximum number of allowed rules
Output: the set of rules: Rules.
Begin
1. Initially, the rule set is empty : Rules :=Ø;
2. for each minority instance pϵP do
2.1. The rule R:=p;
2.2. Consider R as an initial rule;
2.3. If R does not belong to Rules then
2.3.1. Merge R:
For each rule RE ϵ Rules:
If R and RE have common conditions then generate the new
rule NR with common conditions and apply the procedure
Add_Rules to add NR to Rules.
2.3.2. Apply the procedure Add_Rules to add R to Rules.
3. for each rule RE ϵ Rules do if TPrate(RE)<Min_TPrate then delete RE
End.
The procedure Add_Rules adds the concerned rule R to the set of rules if it does
not belong to this set. After that, if the number of rules exceeds M, then it deletes a
rule selected randomly.
3.The evaluation and rule selection phase: in rule evaluation step, RLSD
calculates the accuracy of each generated rule by the correspondence with each
majority instance. A rule is deleted if its precision (defined in Eq. (3)) is less
than the minimum precision. In rule selection step, RLSD selects the rule with
the highest F-measure value (defined in Eq. (8)). Then, it deletes all minority
instances covered by this rule. After that, F-measure is recalculated for the
remaining rules using the rest of minority instances. This process is repeated
until there are no more minority instances or there is no rule that covers the
remaining minority instances.
5.2.2.2 Learning minority classes in unbalanced datasets (LUPC)
The main feature of LUPC [67] is the combination of the separate and conquer
rule induction method [68] and the association rules [69].
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It lets an imbalanced dataset of size D composed of the set of positive (minority)
instances Pos and the set of negative (majority) instances Neg.
LUPC uses three measures of performances: accuracy [70] (acc), error rate (err)
[64], and positive cover ratio (PCR). They are defined in Eqs. (14)–(16):
acc Rð Þ ¼
Covþ Rð Þj j
Cov Rð Þj j
(14)
err Rð Þ ¼ 1 acc Rð Þ (15)
PCR Rð Þ ¼
Covþ Rð Þj j
Dj j
(16)
where the coverage (Cov) [70] of the rule R is the percentage of instances that
are covered by this rule. It is defined in Eq. (17):
Cov Rð Þ ¼
number of covered instances
∣D∣
(17)
Cov+(R) is the number of covered instances that have the same class as that of R.
A rule is αβ-strong if the conditions given in Eqs. (18) and (19) are checked,
where parameters α and β are the thresholds, with 0 ≤ α and β ≤1.
A rule is non-αβ-forte if the condition given in Eq. (20) is checked:
acc Rð Þ≥ α (18)
PCR Rð Þ≥ β (19)
Cov Rð Þ≥
1 α
α
∗Covþ Rð Þ (20)
The steps of LUPC are:
Input: The sets Pos and Neg, the minimum threshold of accuracy : min_acc
and the minimum PCR: min_cov
Output: The set of rules: Rules_sets.
Begin
Rules_sets:=Ø ;
α, β :=Initialize(Pos, min_acc, min_cov) ;
while (Pos 6¼ Ø and (α, β)6¼(min_acc, min_cov))
Rule R := Best rule(Pos, Nég, α ,β) ;
If (R 6¼Ø) then
Pos := Pos – { instances covered by R }
Rules_sets := Rules_sets U R ;
else
Reduce(α,β) ;
Rules_sets:=Post traitement(Rules_sets) ; // It is optional
end.
The procedure “Initialize” depends on the user-specified bias on PCR or accu-
racy. It initializes α and β as min_acc and min_cov, respectively. Otherwise, α is
initialized to 0.95 or min_acc if min_acc is greater than 0.95, and β is initialized to
the maximum value of PCR of the attribute-value pairs available on the minority
instances. To find the best rule, LUPC follows these steps:
1.Construct the set of attribute-value pairs: build the set E1 of all pairs, where
each available pair (attribute, value) for positive instances is considered as a
12
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part of condition whose class is C+. Choose the set E2 (is a subset of E1) of the
candidate pairs: each pair belonging to E1 is considered as a candidate pair if
it covers more than α * β * |D| minority instances. Identify the αβ-strong pairs:
each candidate pair will be checked on the Neg instances to see if it is αβ-
strong. Order the αβ-strong pairs either by their precision or by their PCR.
Choose η attribute-value pair candidates which are αβ-strong, and add them to
the set of attribute-value pairs. In the case where the number of αβ-strong
pairs < η, then add the pairs that are not αβ-strong and that have either a high
accuracy or a high PCR.
2.Generate the set of candidate rules that contains γ rules belonging to the set of
attribute-value pairs as follows:
• Order all attribute-value pairs according to the accuracy and/or PCR.
• If the number of αβ-strong pairs is greater than or equal to γ, then add γ
pairs to the set of candidate rules otherwise:
◦ First, put the αβ-strong pairs and the non-αβ-strong pairs in the set of
candidate rules. Then, delete non-αβ-strong rules whose PCR is lower
than β. After that, improve the set of candidate rules by iteratively
executing the following procedure:
1.Generate new rules by combining each non-αβ-strong rule of
the set of candidate rules with the pairs which are in the set of
attribute-value pairs.
2. If the generated rules become αβ-strong, then they will be
inserted in the first part of the set of candidate rules.
3.The procedure stops if there is no change in the non-αβ-strong
rules or the number of rules in the set of candidate rules is
greater than γ.
4.Reject the rules that satisfy the condition given in Eq. (20).
The values of α and β are gradually reduced by the rate Δa and Δc, respectively.
The default quantities used are Δa = 2% and Δc = 1%.
5.3 Hybrid level
Some methods of the complete classification cannot deal with the classification
in imbalanced datasets without being combined with other techniques. Among
these methods, we present ensemble methods, the cost-sensitive learning, and some
other approaches based on metheuristics.
5.3.1 Ensemble methods
Ensemble methods build a series of N classifiers and combine them to
produce the final classifier C* using voting strategies. They aim to obtain a high
precision classifier. They are divided into two classes: boosting and bagging.
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5.3.1.1 Boosting
Boosting algorithms [64] focus on difficult instances to classify without differ-
entiating their classes. According to Prof. Zhou Zhi-Hua [71], the boosting algo-
rithms are very efficient and able to deal with classification in imbalanced datasets,
because the minority instances are likely to be misclassified, and therefore, they will
have weights higher in the following iterations.
However, Mikel G. et al. [72] considered that the integration of data sampling
methods can reduce the additional costs of automatically detecting the optimal
distribution of representative classes and samples and also reduce the bias of a
specific learning algorithm. Among these methods, we have SMOTEBoost,
RUSBoost, and DataBoost-IM.
5.3.1.1.1 SMOTEBoost
It alters the distribution of the training dataset by adding minority instances
generated by SMOTE [73] in order to provide it to the algorithm AdaBoost.M2 [74].
5.3.1.1.2 RUSBoost
It operates in a similar way to SMOTEBoost, but it applies random
undersampling on the training dataset [75].
5.3.1.1.3 DataBoost-IM
It combines AdaBoost.M1 [76] with a data generation strategy [31]. It differs
from the two previous algorithms, because it performs the balancing process for
majority and minority instances after identifying the difficult instances. Its steps are
as follows:
1.Produce the classifier C to detect the misclassified instances which are called
seeds.
2.Order the seeds in ascending order of their weight.
3.Construct the sets MAJ and MIN, which contain Mj majority instances and Mm
minority instances, respectively, that have the highest weights.
4.Generate N synthetic instances for each majority seed and M synthetic
instances for each minority seed.
5.Update the weights taking into consideration the newly added synthetic
instances.
5.3.1.2 Bagging
It constructs N classifiers on N distinct datasets [77]. Each dataset is known as
bag; it is obtained by random sampling with replacement.
In imbalanced datasets, the number of majority instances in a bag is also high.
The main factor to apply on bagging to adapt it to this kind of datasets is the way of
collecting the instances. We distinguish three main algorithms in this family:
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5.3.1.2.1 OverBagging
The distribution of instances may be taken into consideration in order to equal-
ize the number of minority instances Nmin and the number of majority instances
Nmaj [78]. Instead of constructing the bags randomly, we apply the oversampling
according to the following two possibilities. In the first one, the minority instances
are duplicated by oversampling, and majority instances are added directly, or they
are selected by random sampling with replacement to increase the diversity. In the
second one, the SMOTEBagging [78] is applied, where A%*Nmaj minority instances
are selected by random drawing with replacement and the remaining instances are
generated by SMOTE. The factor A is called resampling rate. It is equal to 10% in
the first iteration and 100% in the last (it is multiple of 10).
5.3.1.2.2 UnderBagging
The number of majority instances is reduced to the number of minority
instances in each bag [79]. All minority instances may be in the same bag. But for
increasing the diversity, they can be selected by random sampling with
replacement.
5.3.1.2.3 UnderOverBagging
It follows the two previous methodologies, but it is identical to
SMOTEBagging [79].
5.3.2 Cost-sensitive learning methods
Most classification algorithms ignore various misclassification errors and con-
sider that all these errors have the same cost. In many real-world applications, this
hypothesis is not true because the difference between different classification errors
can be quite large.
Cost-sensitive learning methods [80, 81] have been given a lot of attention in
recent years to address this problem. They have been divided into two categories:
direct cost-sensitive learning [80] and cost-sensitive meta learning [80, 82]. They
are also used for imbalanced datasets such as boosting and SVMs.
5.3.2.1 Cost-sensitive learning with boosting
In each iteration of boosting, the weights of misclassified instances increase by
the same ratio whatever their classes. However, in imbalanced datasets, the number
of misclassified minority instances is higher. Hence, it is necessary to distinguish
between different sorts of instances in the weight attribution phase. Therefore, the
higher weights may be attributed to the minority instances in order to be well
classified. To achieve this goal, misclassification costs are introduced into the
weight update equation. Among these algorithms [83, 84], we have AdaC1, AdaC2,
and AdaC3. They differ in the way of introducing the misclassification costs into the
weight update formula within the exponential part and into the equation of the
calculation of classifier performance.
5.3.2.2 Cost-sensitive learning with support vector machines (SVMs)
SVMs [63] have been integrated with sampling methods to deal with the classifi-
cation problem in imbalanced datasets. Among these methods, we have the following.
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5.3.2.2.1 SMOTE with different costs (SDC)
SDC results from the application of SMOTE with different error costs (DEC)
[32]. This method aims to shift the decision boundary far from minority instances
and to increase their number. To achieve the first objective, Veropoulos et al. [85]
proposed the use of different costs for the minority and majority classes. The
minority instances are also duplicated by SMOTE to make them densely distributed
in order to guarantee the most well-defined boundary.
5.3.2.2.2 Ensembles of over/undersampling SVMs
These methods [86] balance the training dataset by preprocessing and providing
it to SVM for building an optimal classifier. For instance, the ensemble of
undersampling SVMs (EUS-SVM) applies SVM, N times on N different training
datasets. It contains all minority instances and some majority instances selected by
random sampling. The final classifier is built by the combination of N produced
classifiers.
5.3.3 Approaches based on metheuristics
5.3.3.1 Undersampling by genetic algorithm (USGA)
This approach [87] applies an intelligent method to the extraction of the classi-
fication rules from imbalanced binary datasets based on three phases.
In phase 1, a learning algorithm is developed based on a genetic algorithmwith the
aim of extracting the first classifier noted C1, which covers only majority instances
when available. Majority instances, which are well classified by the rules of C1, are
removed. This approach balances the imbalanced dataset and prevents the loss of
information contained in the deleted majority instances, which are replaced by the
classification rules of C1. The number of deleted majority instances depends on the
value of IR; the process is carried out until the IR is equal to 1. The genetic algorithm
is used to find the “best” rule for the majority class from the imbalanced dataset. The
quality of each rule is evaluated by satisfying specificity (defined in Eq. (4)). A rule is
the best if it has a high number of well-classified majority instances.
In phase 2, the same procedure is applied to the obtained balanced dataset using
a fivefold cross-validation to construct the classifier C2, which contains rules that
represent both majority and minority instances. In this phase, the quality of each
rule is evaluated by maximizing the accuracy (Eq. (14)).
In the third phase, they merge C1 and C2 to produce the classifier C3 at first, and
then they process the obtained classifier C3 by eliminating the specific and contra-
dictory rules.
5.3.3.2 ACOSampling
ACOSampling [13] is a method of undersampling based on ant colony
optimization [88]. It handles imbalanced DNA microarray datasets. It consists of
extracting the balanced dataset S0 for the original dataset S as follows:
• For T times, it divides the dataset S into two datasets, training and validation.
• Each training dataset Si is processed by applying modified ACO algorithm [88]
to filter less informative majority instances and search the corresponding
optimal training dataset Si
0.
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• The statistical results from the T optimal training datasets are given in the form
of a list of frequencies, where each frequency indicates the importance of the
corresponding majority instance. The extracted instances are those with high
frequency, which will be combined with all minority instances to construct the
final balanced training dataset S0.
• It produces one classifier by support vector machines using S0.
6. Conclusion
In this chapter, we have presented the classification problem in imbalanced
datasets, which are composed of two kinds of instances: majority instances and
minority ones. We have also presented the different approaches and techniques
used to handle this problem which are divided in three levels: data level, algorithm
level, and hybrid level.
In future work, we are planning to present a state of the art about different
approaches and techniques used to handle the classification problem in multi-class
imbalanced datasets. Also, we will extend our proposed approach to this kind of
datasets.
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